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RADIOTELEPHONE SERVICES

Item
220 COLLECTION OF CHARGES
A. Charges (including messenger charges) for all messages in the local calling area and all
classes of long distance message toll calls are billed to the calling telephone, except that
upon request, charges may be billed to the called telephone, provided the called party
accepts the charges, or at the discretion of the Company, may be charged to a third telephone
not involved in the call, provided the charges are accepted at that telephone.
B. In addition to the local calling area message charge or message toll charge, a charge applies
when a call is billed to a telephone other than the calling telephone or when a report is
made of the length of time of, or the charge for the call, or both, prior to the billing of
the call.
These charges do not apply to Special Reverse Charge and Long Distance Calling
Card services.
C. The following charges apply to Radiotelephone Exchange Service Local Message Calls (Note 1):
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D. Radio-link or air-time charges, if applicable, are billed to the originating telephone for
calls placed to toll-free services.
Item
222 INITIAL AND OVERTIME PERIODS AND RATES
A. Message toll rates are quoted in terms of initial and overtime periods. The initial period
is the interval of time allowed at the rate quoted for a toll connection between given
points. The overtime period is the unit of time used for measuring and charging for time in
excess of the initial period.
B. The initial period rates are for connections of one minute or any fraction thereof, and
overtime rates are for each additional one minute period.
C. For calls paid for at coin telephones when the total does not equate to an even multiple of
$.05 the charges are computed as follows:
- for $.0249 or less the charge is rounded to the next lower multiple of $.05.
- for $.0250 or more the charge is rounded to the next higher multiple of $.05.
Notes: 1.

2.

The maximum additional charge per call shall not exceed the Company's non-tariffed
long distance message toll service Operator-Assisted station-to-station charge for
Collect and Third Number billing.
The applicable non-tariffed message toll service
Time and/or Charges rate is additional.
The Company's applicable non-tariffed long distance message toll service rates and
charges shall apply.
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